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The dimensions of Galaxy A51 ranges between 146.4 x 69.2 x 7.5 and 148.9 x 70.2 x 8.1 mm and weights are 120 grams. Having a super AMOLED screen with full HD+ resolution of 1080×2400 pixels. The aspect ratio is 19:9. The pixel density of this device is 332 ppi. When Microsoft bought Nokia’s phone division in the year
2016 and then they rebranded the range of phone as “Surface” with its Windows interface. But, they have never bothered to optimize the UI of the mobile phones to Microsoft’s own criteria. Now, Samsung has their own Android UI and branding in the market. Now, we have four major brands of Android in the Android
smartphone market: Google, LG, Samsung, and Huawei. These brands are present in the market because of their own customer base or value for money. You don’t have to worry about any Android versions except the latest Android version. Each brand is more focused on one thing and that thing is only one thing. For
example: Huawei is more on performance, Samsung is more on design, etc.Also, the Android version of each smartphone doesn’t come with Android 10, but Android 9.0 Pie which is its usual version. Now, Samsung is rolling out Android 12 to a number of their devices. And, since Android 9 doesn’t really come with additional
features and its just a minor upgrade from Android 8.1, why not upgrade to Android 10 from Android 9? That’s what we are going to discuss in this post. We are going to discuss a method of updating your Samsung Galaxy A51 SM-A515F DSN Stock Rom to Android 10.Odin Mobile Tool The Samsung Galaxy A51 is a device which
runs on Android 7.0 Nougat. So, Odin is the most appropriate option to flash the firmware to Android 10. Odin is a third-party USB file manager which supports flashing multiple files at a time.The way to update your phone is straight-forward. If you have a computer running on Windows, try to find the Odin on your computer.
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samsung maintains many region-specific and carrier-specific update channels. as a result, you have to determine the exact consumer software customization code, a.k.a. the csc value of your device before downloading the odin firmware. keep in mind changing the csc of an existing device or cross-flashing a different firmware
is possible, but explaining such modifications is out of the scope of this tutorial. we all know the success of the samsung galaxy a51. the main reason for its success is its design and punch-hole display. not only that, but it is still relevant today. it comes with android 10. samsung is already rolling out android 12 eligible mobiles.
in this list, samsung galaxy a51 got android 12 based one ui 4.0. you can constantly update your mobile using the standard ota method. when you cant do it the usual way, you can use the below odin-based manual process to update your mobile.in settings, you can constantly update your mobile using the ota software update

option. but, you can use this odin-based manual method when you cant do that. you can also use this method to unbrick your mobile. there are plenty of features added to android 12. direct google play store security patch updates, enhanced privacy, and improved gestures are some noticeable features in the android 12
version. when you have root access on your mobile, you should follow a unique method to flash the firmware. if you follow the below odin method, you will lose root access.table of contents samsung confirmed the arrival of a new smartphone on its twitter account. its official name is the samsung galaxy a51. it looks like the

device will come with a 6.7-inch infinity flex display, similar to the galaxy s10. if that is the case, the phone could be the first in the a series to feature a 6.7-inch screen. 5ec8ef588b
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